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abstract
There exists a desire in the videogame and animation industry
to have convincing virtual characters. Convincing virtual characters
need convincing skin textures. The current two methods of creating
skin textures, namely by scanning a real actor or drawing them by
hand, are both expensive and time consuming.
Our goal is to provide an alternative to these methods: We propose
to let the artist indicate roughly how a character should look and then
let the computer fill in all the details.
To accomplish this we have created a procedural texture generation
method that consists of two phases. First, a biological model (namely
biospec) is used to find the settings of the rendering system which
best model the visual appearance of skin. The settings found cover
all biological relevant variations of skin. In the second step we use
models of biological tissues to determine the skin properties at each
location on the human face. Using the settings found in the first step
these skin properties are then converted into textures.
As a proof of concept, we have made an implementation of the
method for the NVidia iRay rendering system, in which we included
models of the following biological tissues: baseline skin, cysts, moles,
follicles, freckles, lips, and wrinkles. The textures produced with the
implementation were applied to a 3d model of the face of a real actor.
Then the 3d model was rendered with the render system and the
rendered images were compared with photographs taken from the
real actor. Based on visual inspection, these images look similar.
The results of the implementation show that a procedural texture
generation method is a viable alternative for the current methods
of creating textures for virtual characters. Better tissue models will
further improve the results.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

motivation

In the video game and animation industry there is a desire to have
believable and realistic computer generated characters. In this thesis
we will focus on recreating human faces. The process of producing a
computer generated visual image is called rendering for which two
things are needed: the geometry of an object (in this case a human
face), and a way to reconstruct an image under certain illumination
conditions (in this case simulating skin).
Creating geometry for human faces is a subject onto itself, and
therefore, for the remainder of this thesis, we will assume that geometry is always available. The second part of rendering, namely the
process of simulating the interaction of light with an object, is usually
done with a shader. A shader is in essence a model of the physics that
govern the interactions of light with the surface of a specific material.
Many such shaders exist (Cook-Torrance[5], Ashikhmin-Shirley[1],
Walter[29]), and there are already shaders available that are able to
adequately emulate skin, even in a real time setting (Nguyen[21]).
These shaders almost always depend on input data. This data is
usually in the form of textures. A texture is simply an image in
which the color of the pixels is interpreted in a certain way. This is
not limited to just the color of the skin at a certain point, but can
also be interpreted as, for example, the reflectivity at that point or
any number of properties. Skin contains a lot of subtle details, which
when absent, are easily picked up by humans (Mori[19]) In order to
create a plausible representation of a face, the textures should try and
capture these features.
Unfortunately, at the moment there are only two methods of obtaining
textures for a human face:
scanning : Using specialized setups it is possible to capture the
likeness of a real actor’s face. While this results in very realistic looking textures, they do have a number of disadvantages.
Firstly, an actor is always required. It is not possible to create texures for computer generated characters that are made
by hand (which is standard in the video game industry) or for
which no actor is available. Secondly, these images capture the
actors face at exactly the lighting conditions that were present
during scanning. As the lighting conditions in the rendering
differ more from those used in the scanning the end result will
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look less convicing. Lastly, the process and equipment used for
scanning is expensive and time consuming.
crafted by hand : The textures are simply drawn by hand using
a paint package. The process of painting highly detailed texture maps is not only very time consuming, it also requires the
artist to have extensive knowledge regarding the details of a human face and how to reproduce them using standard drawing
techniques.
We would like to propose a method for generating textures that
alleviates the workload of an artist, while still capable of approaching
the realism of scanned textures. We do this by allowing the artist to
indicate the essential elements of a face and let the computer take care
of all the detail. In essence we would like a algorithm that allows the
artist to indicate where relevant elements of the face are located on
the geometry of a human face (such as the size and placement of
the eyes, the lips, etc.). After which the algorithm then generates
textures according to a detailed biological model, taking into account
the indications of the artist.
This frees the artist from the burden of having to painstakingly
place each individual feature (such as each follicle or mole) or choose
the correct color for different parts of the skin. This also forgoes the
need for the artist to have detailed knowledge of the biology of the
human face while still being able to choose for example, the skin
complexion, the shape, size and number of facial features. With this
idea in mind we can now formulate the goal of the project decribed
in this thesis.
1.2

goal

We wish to develop a method that given the geometry of a human face
as input, together with a set of “indications” by the artist is able to
generate textures for a specifically chosen shader. These textures should
capture the appearance of skin as close as possible with respect to the
limitations of the chosen shader. We will call this method the texture
generation system.
In addition the algorithm should have the following requirements:
• The algorithm should be able to work with existing shaders and
rendering systems.
• The generated textures should be biologically motivated, by
which we mean that the underlying models should be based on
biological research.
• The method should not depend on specific rendering software,
shaders, or algorithms. We would like to be able to use any
shader and any renderer with the texture generation system.
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Lastly we would prefer if the method allowed the artist to convey
his “indications” in an intuitive way. For example by using existing
drawing tools or intuitive concepts. How this is realized and how we
have approached these requirements is outlined in the next section.
1.3

outline

The thesis is divided into the following Chapters:
related work First, a look is taken at previous work related to
reproducing the appearance of skin in Chapter 2.
prelinaries In order to be able to discuss the texture generation
system, a few foundational concepts are required. These concepts are presented in Chapter 3. If the reader is already versed
in these concepts then they can be skipped or referred back to
when needed.
method In the following chapter, we discuss how to contstruct the
the texture generation system itself (Chapter 4). We detail the
models needed for texture generation as well as the basic algorithms that are used in the method. We also discuss how to
adapt the algorithms to be able to use other shaders and render
systems.
implementation In order to show the feasibility of the method we
have made an proof of concept implementation with a limited
set of features and parameters to keep the rendering times low.
The details of this implementation are discussed in Chapter 5.
results Example output of the implementation will be shown and
discussed in Chapter 6 and its applicability will be demonstrated.
future research There are a number of theoretical considerations
that can be further researched as well as improvements that can
be made to turn the implementation into a fully featured product for use by artists. These considerations are discussed in
Chapter 7.
conclusions In the last chapter we will summarize the method
and its results, pointing the way for future work.
Next, we will outline previous work done on the subject of simulating the appearance of skin.
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2

R E L AT E D W O R K

In this chapter we will give an overview of the work that has been
previously done in both modeling skin at a physical level, and the
work done in trying to synthesize convincing textures. We will first
start with an outline of what skin actually is.
2.1

skin

In order to simulate the appearance of skin we first need to know
a little about skin itself, a good biological view of skin is given by
Rook[24]. Skin is the organ of the human body that protects us from
the environment. It allows the human body to regulate its water
loss, temperature and prevents harm to the internal organs. Skin also
plays an important role in social interaction. Skin features, such as
wrinkles and blushing and give people information about a person’s
age, physical health, and emotion.
The composition of skin varies significantly over parts of the body.
The skin present on the soles of feet vary significantly from for example the skin on the eyelids. The reason for this is that each part
of the skin serves a different biological function. The eyelids need to
be supple and be able to prevent the eyes from drying out, while the
soles are sturdy in order to protect the feet while walking. Since we
are only interested in solving the graphics problem of visually plausible skin, we will pretend that there is only one relevant type of skin
which we will describe next.
The skin that appears on the face and on most of the body can be
construed as consisting of 4 different layers of biological tissues (see
Figure 1). This is also the model used by Baranoski[3]. It consists
of an outer layer composed of hardened dead skin cells called the
stratum corneum. These skin cells do not contain any pigment themselves. The cells in the stratum corneum are continuously renewed by
the living cells of the epidermis. The epidermis also contains pigment
producing cells called melanocytes. These cells produce melanin (in
several variants) that give skin its color. Under the epidermis lies the
dermis layer, the dermis layer varies the most across the body, it contains the nerves for the human senses, the sebaceous glands, the root
of the hairs among others.
The dermis is sometimes again divided up into two different layers,
the reticular dermis and the pappilary dermis. The reticular dermis
then contains the sebaceous glands and the nerve systems, while the
papillary dermis contains the majority of blood vessels. This division
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Stratum Corneum
Epidermis
Reticular Dermis

Papillary Dermis

Figure 1: Schematic view of a cross section of human skin, showing the different layers, a hair follicle with muscle, a sebaceous gland and a
sweat gland, as well as several bloodvessels.

is useful for us because the scattering properties of light are mainly
determined by the relative size of the wavelength of light and the size
of the objects in the material. The objects in the reticular dermis are
of relatively the same size. The same holds for the papillary dermis.
This division into layers makes modeling this part of the skin in a
lighting model easier.
Below the dermis are the deeper tissues, sometimes (such as in the
case of the eyelids) no deeper tissue is present. To keep our model
simple, we assume that the deep tissue contains the fatty tissues of
skin which are usually white. This means that the fatty tissue simply
reflects all light back to the upper layers.
2.2

data driven texture generation

It is difficult to create skin textures from scratch. That is why many
methods such as in Tsumura[27] and Guo[10] use techniques based
on existing photographs. Tsumura provides a method to calculate the
skin color from photos of faces and estimates of distribution and effects of melanin and hemoglobin on the texture of the skin. This data
is then used to to synthesize texture on already existing photographs.
In the paper by Guo[10] textures are generated for 3d models based
on parameters gathered from photographs. The skin is divided up
into different features that can be controlled separately. Considering
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biological features separately is an idea we will use in the texture
generation system. This method still requires live actors to be able
to synthesize new textures. It also takes for example the skin color
directly from a photograph. Unfortunately, this causes the approach
to suffer the same problem that any photography based approach has,
namely that the texture generated depends on lighting conditions
present in the original photographs.
Other methods such as the method by Ghosh[7] try to improve
scanned 3d models combining the information of more detailed 3d
scans with scans of lesser detail. While we strive for a method that
does not depend on scans. We can still use the scans themselves as a
benchmark to see if our texture generation is adequate.
2.3

procedural texture generation

There have been attempts to model skin features from a purely procedural standpoint. Most of these consist of trying to either simulate the
motion of wrinkles or trying to draw these. In a paper by Bando[2], a
procedural method is used for generating wrinkles onto the 3d model
of a hand. It works by drawing lines along a vector field, the vector
field indicates for each location of the 3d model in which direction
and which length a wrinkle at that point should have.
This basic idea is very useful, however we would also want to
model interaction with other biological features that might modify
the topology of the skin. Therefore we would prefer an implicit
method where each pixel in the texture is gauged based on the surrounding features, instead of explicitly drawing each feature.
Yang[31] and Wu[30] do give very good results in simulating the
motion of wrinkles on skin but are based on modifying underlying
geometry and do not result in textures. In the future such a model
could be adapted to actually modify textures as well, but for now,
this is beyond the scope of the project.
A paper by Golovinskiy[8] uses statistical methods to estimate noise
parameters from photographs, with which to perturb the geometry of
existing facial models to give them a more natural appearance. While
this works under some circumstances most biological features cannot
be adequately modeled just with a noise function. We would want
our parameters to be supported by biological models and only use
noise where appropriate.
2.4

biological models

To simulate the appearance of skin we need to know something about
the interaction of light with skin. Data for the light propagation
through skin in several layer as well as the absorption coefficients
(the amount per mole that a substance absorbs light) was measured
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by the Oregon Medical Center using laser optometry[25]. This date
includes data for the scattering properties of each individual layer
as well as data about the refractive indices of individual biological
structures present in skin.
Baranoski[3] has created a very detailed light propagation model of
skin for use in medical imaging. This model, called biospec, is able
to simulate light rays though skin under varying conditions. We will
use this model extensively in our method, therefore we will outline
the biospec model in detail in section 4.4.
2.5

render models

From a computer graphics perspective other models for skin have
also been made. These usually focus on rendering using real time
graphics hardware and are more geared towards fast rendering than
to physical accuracy. A good example is by d’Eon[21] that is able to
plausibly render skin using diffusion profiles, which is essentially a
specific type of blurring the lighting on a 3d object.
Most rendering models that are encountered in rendering systems
use shaders that try and incorporate a wide range of physical lighting
phenomena. Example of this are the specular model by AshikhminShirley[1] and GGX[29].
In our method we will use both type of models to generate textures
for a face. In the next chapter we will present the concepts required
to understand the method that was developed.
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3

PRELIMINARIES

In this chapter we will present the subjects needed for the reader to
understand the texture generation system. To understand the idea
behind the method we first take a look at what rendering exactly is
(3.1) and also why all modern rendering systems use a combination
of geometry, texures and shaders and not something else (3.1.1). This
will also clarify where the texture generation system fits into existing
rendering systems.
Next we will discuss the mathematical foundations (3.1.2 to 3.1.6)
needed to be able to render geometry (3.2) and close with the by
discussing how the surface of a physical object can be represented
(3.3).
3.1

rendering basics

Even though we assume that the reader is familiar with basic rendering techniques, the approach outlined in this thesis combines physical simulation with existing rendering techniques. Understanding
how rendering techniques were developed from physical modeling is
convenient for understanding the underlying ideas of the approach.
We will present a short overview of classical rendering techniques
and how an approach like model based texture generation can fit
in such a framework. For more detailed knowledge we refer to the
literature[22].
In this outline we will distinguish between classical renderers, and
physically-based renderers. Classical renderers are the ones that as of
writing are used in real-time rendering systems such as computer
games. These renders use geometry transformation followed up by
rasterization. Rasterization is the process of filling each pixel on the
screen with the appropriate color that the geometry has at that particular transformed location. They are usually optimized for speed,
which is reflected in their use in real time applications such as video
games. In contrast there are physically based renderers, sometimes
(inappropriately) called raytracers and their stochastic counterparts
called pathtracers. These renderers use the laws of optics and try to
mimic the way light behaves in the real world. As a result they are
usually slower but more accurate. Almost all of these use a combination of: polygonal geometry, textures and reflection functions to
describe the scene they wish to render. The question is why these
elements and not others? This is because of the hierarchy of scale.
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3.1.1

Hierarchies of Scale

When rendering we want to use as few resources (computation time,
memory, storage) as possible, while maintaining an acceptable level
of detail and possibly realism. If we want to render for example
a teapot, it is unfeasible to store every molecule of the teapot and
render these accordingly. We want to have a description of the surface
of the teapot that approaches the physical surface but uses far less
information. We can do this by for example by approximating the
surface with many small triangular or polgonal patches colloquially
named polygons. Such a polygonal subdivision of an physical object
is called a mesh and is what most rendering systems use to represent
objects at the largest scale. In such a mesh the corner points of each
polygon are called vertices and each pair of vertices can have an edge
inbetween them.
But what about smaller details of the surface of the teapot? Also
we haven’t specified anything about its color. We cannot make the
polygons arbitrarily small because of resource limitations. We need
to choose a scale at which we decide to no longer model the physical
surface as polygons. Therefore, we clearly need a new technique.
This technique is coloring the surface of a polygon with pixels taken
from an image. Such an image is called a texture. A texture allows
us to give the physical object a color and simultaniously allows us
to model details smaller than a polygon by simply drawing how that
detail looks in the texture image itself.
But what about details smaller than a texture pixel? Also, we
haven’t specified anything about the interaction with light. We again
can’t make the pixels of the texture arbitrarily small so we need another technique. This technique is a called a shader and modifies the
color of the surface using the information about the polygons and the
texture pixels under certain lighting conditions. It also allows us to
model details smaller than a pixel since the only apparent result such
microscopic surface features have, is in the way they scatter incoming
light. The individual surface details themselves are too small for the
eye to see.
We note that each approach works well on a particular scale. Lighting functions work well on geometry smaller than a pixel, textures
work well on surfaces larger than a pixel but smaller than an object,
and geometry is good to capture live size objects. Many of these approaches overlap a bit, textures can for example yield results smaller
than a pixel and it’s certainly possible to model a physical detail in
either a texture image or with smaller geometry. But in general each
of these approaches work well at a certain scale of visibility. This
idea is called a hierarchy of scale. At each scale we apply a certain
technique and we store each geometry description in an appropriate
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format for the technique used. When used correctly this gives us the
smallest description that maintains the level of detail we require.
The hierarchy of scale gives us bounds within which the texture
generation system is to work. Specifically, the texture generation system should generate details smaller than the geometry but larger than
those modeled by the shaders. Also the texture generation system
should make use of the existing techniques and only fill in the “missing” parts to achieve a good approximation of physical reality.
We now have a understanding of how rendering systems are structured. We still need a few mathematical tools to describe the techniques in detail. The mathematical concepts used in the texture generation system are therefore presented in the next few sections.
3.1.2

Spherical Coordinate Systems

When tracing light rays through a scene it is often convenient to have
the local interaction points described in terms of a spherical coordinate system. A spherical coordinate system is a coordinate system
that describes each point in 3-space using two angles and the radius
from the origin of the coordinate system. In this text we will assume
a righthanded euclidean 3-space (Figure 2). Spherical coordinates are
often denoted r, θ, φ. Unfortunately, many textbooks disagree which
angle is φ and which angle is θ. In order to alleviate confusion we
will use the term zenith angle denoted with ζ for the inclination from
the xy-plane to the z-axis, and azimuthal angle denoted with α for
the rotation in the xy-plane around the z-axis. In our definition we
let zenith angle ζ run from [−π..π] and the azimuthal angle α run
from [0..2π]. These bounds cover all points in 3-space, even though
some points are represented with multiple spherical coordinates. For
our application this is not a problem and even preferred as this representation of spherical coordinates fits in well with functions that are
rotationally symmetric around the z-axis. For a more extensive treatment of spherical coordinates and their shortcomings we refer to the
literature[11].
Similar to a point in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) a spherical coordinate can also be interpreted as a 3-space vector. While rotations
about the origin become simpler in spherical coordinates, extra care
needs to be taken when performing vector addition and products
using spherical coordinates. A spherical coordinate can also be construed as a direction when the radius is ignored (often by simply
setting r to some constant nonzero value). In the remainder of the
text when we are talking about a point in spherical coordinates we
will simply write p (essentially leaving its representation up to the
problem in question), and when talking about a direction (for example when describing an incoming light ray) we will use ω instead. By
convention, the vector associated with a light ray is draw in the oppo-
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Figure 2: Euclidean coordinates described in terms of (r, α, ζ).

site direction that the ray travels, even though this might initially not
seem very intuitive.
The reason that spherical coordinates are useful for path tracers
and specifically the texture generation system is that local phenomena in isotropic materials depend exclusively on the zenith angle. An
isotropic material is a substance that has properties that are independent of the orientation of the surface, which is described excusively with the azimuthal angle. Many materials in the real world are
approximately isotropic, and many that are not (like skin) can still
be closely approximated by assuming that they are locally isotropic.
That is, on the infinitesimally small point where the interaction with
light occurs, the material behaves as if it were isotropic.
An advantage of representing the light rays using spherical directions is that often can simplify the calculation to perform refraction
or reflection on the ray. In the above representation we only need
to modify the zenith angle and nothing else. In the few interactions
where the Cartesian representation is more appropriate we can always convert back to Cartesian coordinates as follows;
x = r sin ζ cos α
y = r sin ζ sin α
z = r cos ζ
and vice versa by applying:
r=

p
x2 + y2 + z2

ζ = arccos zr
α = arctan y
x
Spherical directions allow us to mathematically describe the interaction of light with a surface. It can be modeled as a function that
takes spherical directions as parameters. This function is presented
in the next section.
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3.1.3

Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function

In order to be able to render a piece of geometry, we would like
to be able to quantify the interaction light has with each point on
the surface of that object. If we can do that we can use this to implement a shader, which will render the smallest scale in the hierarchy of scale. Physics experimentation has shown that the percentage
of reflected light is independent from the intensity of the reflected
light[12]. Given any beam of light and the material properties, the percentage of reflected light is constant. This quantity is usually called
the reflection coefficient, and in its simplest form depends only on
the material properties and the direction of the ingoing and outgoing
light ray.
We can view this problem as an abstract function (or actually a
family of functions one for each type of material). Such a function is called the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function
BRDF(ωi , ωr ), which is a function that takes an in direction ωi and
an out direction ωr and assigns a reflection coefficient to each such
pair. We will denote the type of spherical directions as Ω.
In the computer graphics literature many models for BRDFs have
been proposed[18], each such material model simulates different types
of materials or optical phenomena. As skin is a very complex material
we will use a physical simulation to find the Bidirectional Reflectance
Distribution Function of skin given a set of physical properties. In the
texture generation system we will not use analytic functions to store
BRDFs, instead we will use a table of samples to find the reflection
coefficient for a given in- and output direction. The angles inbetween
will be interpolated.
Also generalizations of the BRDF exist, one of which is of special
interest as it models a very apparent phenomena present in skin; subsurface scattering. This generalization is discussed in the next section.

3.1.4

Bidirectional Sub-Surface Reflectance Distribution Function

Even though the BRDF is the most commonly used reflection function, it is not always the most accurate reflection of reality. A BRDF
assumes that all interaction occurs in a infinitesimally small point. In
reality however light will often penetrate the outermost layers of the
material, scatter slightly, then exit the material at a different point. A
BRDF can easily be generalized to a Bidirectional Sub-Surface Reflectance Distribution Function see (Jensen[13]) to incorporate subsurface scattering for flat surface isotropic materials by extending it
with the surface distance from the origin point: BSSRDF(ωi , ωr , d)
where d is afore mentioned distance.
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In order to keep the problem simple we will first detail the method
in terms of BRDFs only (section 4.6) and show how to extend the
method with subsurface scattering in Section 4.7.1.
As described in Section 3.1.1, a BRDF models the smallest scale in
rendering. In the next section we will show how the next scale is
modeled by using the mapping of texture images.
3.1.5

UV Coordinate Space

In order to be able to place a texture onto a 3d model, a mapping
must be made from the points on the surface of the 3d object to the
points inside a texture image. This is done via uv-coordinates. A
uv-coordinate (u, v) is defined for each point within each polygon,
usually by storing the uv-coordinates with the vertices of the polygon
and interpolating all other points on the polygon accordingly.
Let Π be the set of points on the 3d mesh’s surface. Then an
uv-mapping is a function UVMap : Π → U × V where u and v are
the coordinates within a texture image. Usually the texture space
U × V is the field R × R. The texture data is then rescaled to fit in
the range [0 . . . 1), though this may differ per rendering system. A
uv-mapping has a few notable properties: It is a total function that is
neither surjective nor injective, which implies that it (in general) does
not have an inverse. The uv-mapping is also not an affine mapping.
Therefore, in general it is not possible to reconstruct the surface of a
3d object from the uv-mapping or even measure the distance over the
surface using the uv-mapping. In addition the set U × V is always a
formal space called texture space and can intuitively be interpreted
as the space in which the texture artists draw their images. A specific instance of the uv-coordinates of a 3d model is often called a
uv-unwrap.
3.1.6

The UV-sphere

An important piece of geometry that is often needed in the calculation
of BRDFs, is the uv-sphere. The uv-sphere is the set of points S that
belong to the spherical coordinates:
S = {(1, α, ζ) | α ∈ [−π..π] ∧ ζ ∈ [0..2π]}
Intuitively, it is the set of points that form the sphere with radius
1 around the origin, where each point on that sphere has a specific
uv-coordinate.
From optics we know that hit a surface at a shallow angle contribute less to the overall radiance (the amount of reflected light).
Each ray its contribution to the total radiance is proportional to the
surface area. The surface area A is therefore needed to find the actual
radiance of a ray.
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We note that the surface area of a patch x radians ‘wide’ and y
radians ‘high’ on the uv-sphere is not constant in the azimuthal angle
and the zenith angle. To see this note that the spherical coordinates
are similar to the latitude and longitude of geography. One can see
from the globe that the “square” of equal longitude and latitude is
larger at the equator than it is at the poles.

Figure 3: An uv-sphere with fixed steps in the zenith angle and in the azimuthal angle. The surface area of each square depends on the
zenith angle.

To find this area we first try to quantify the arclength around a
circle. If we know the arclength we can find its infinitesimal length
by simply taking the derivative. We introduce a function L(r, φ) that
measures the arclength from 0 to φ around a circle of radius r. If φ
is given in radians then L(r, φ) = r · φ since the number of radians is
equal to the arclength of a circle of radius 1.
We can now find the surface area A of a “square” by multiplying
its width w with its height h. This means if we can find the arclength
of the circles around which the zenith angle and the azimuthal angle are measured we can find the surface area as well. Note that the
expression A = h · w only approximates the area. However the approximation becomes better as the arclength goes closer to zero as the
error introduced by measuring along the circle equally goes to zero.
The rays in a pathtracer are assumed to have a infinitesimally small
surface area, and therefore this approximation is appropriate
The zenith angle is always measured along a circle with radius 1,
this is not the case for the azimuthal angle. The radius of the circle
around which the azimuthal angle is measured is 2π at ζ = 21 π and 0
at ζ = 0, in fact the radius is given by r = sin(ζ). Now the area when
h and b go to zero can be found by:
d
d
d
d
(h) ·
(b) =
(L(1, ζ)) ·
(L(sin(ζ), α)) = sin(ζ)
dζ
dα
dζ
dα
This result will later be used in the description of the path tracer
used in the texture generation system (Section 4.4).
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We now have an understanding of both BRDFs and textures, the
lowest two scales in the hierarchy of scale, this leaves us with the
last commonly used scale; geometry, which is described in the next
section.

3.2
3.2.1

geometry
Geometric Primitives

In order to describe a scene, most frequently the geometry is given
explicitly in terms of triangles or other well-defined mathematical objects. While from a mathematical point of view all geometry can be
described as sets of points (of possibly infinite size), in practice we
want to work with so called geometrical primitives which are mathematical objects such that given a certain set of parameters we can
always deduce the set of points that belong to them. In particular a geometric primitive is a function (actually a family of functions for each
type of primitive) prim : [P] → S, where [P] is a list of parameters and
S some infinite point set. Examples of primitives are lines (defined by
two vertices), triangles (defined by three vertices) etc. Working with
primitives allows us to neatly capture the properties of many mathematically well defined geometry, while forgoing the need to explicitly
store an infinite number of points. Algorithms that for example calculate the intersection between a triangle and a line (which often occurs
in path tracers) can calculate S directly using linear algebra instead
of having to calculate line(p1 , p2 ) ∩ triangle(p3 , p4 , p5 ) though the
calculations are equivalent. The above mentioned abstract view of
geometry might seem unnessecarily convoluted, however it serves to
show that there is an apparent other interpretation of geometry above
that is presented in the next section.

3.2.2

Implicit Geometry

Instead of explicitly giving the geometry under a set of parameters
one could also query whether a certain point p belongs to a primitive
prim. We say an implicit geometric function is a function implicit :
(PRIM → [P]) → Π → B where PRIM is the type of geometric primitives as described above, [P] a list of parameters belonging to PRIM,
Π is the type of points, and B is a boolean. The function is now defined such that implicit(prim, param, p) yields True when point p ∈
(prim(param)) and False otherwise. In essence we have created the
function that decides whether a point is within a certain given primitive. If for example prim is an axis aligned bounding box with parameters width, height, center then implicit(prim, [width, height, center], p)
is simply the “is point in bounding box” test.
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We can always turn an implicit description of geometry into an explicit one by constructively iterating the point set. Even though this
is not possible in practice, we can still find arbitrary close approximations to the implicit geometry. An algorithm that does this is for
example the marching cubes algorithm (Lorensen[15])).
Geometry that is described using the implicit functions above are
usually called implicit geometry. We note that the explicit and the
implicit descriptions of geometry are equivalent in the sense that they
describe the same class of geometric objects. Note that we have assumed nothing about the points and thus the space in question. Both
descriptions in particular work for linear spaces of any dimension.
The approach above also simplifies certain operations on the described geometry above. The geometric complement, intersection
and union become the logical ‘not’, ‘and’, and ‘or’ respectively when
described using implicit geometric functions.
We can generalize the concept of implicit geometry even further; in
the definition above implicit maps the points to a boolean. Instead,
we could also let the function map to real numbers instead: implicit :
(PRIM → [P]) → Π → R. In a sense we now query “how much” a
certain point belongs to a geometric object. This could for example be
interpreted as a density or some other extra property of the geometric
object. But by far the most common use of implicit geometry is the
following function. Let D be defined as follows if p ∈ prim (under
some parameters) then D = 0 and for all other points p we have
↓ {∆(p, a) | a ∈ prim}. Where ∆ is the euclidean distance between
two points and ↓ the minimum function over sets. This function now
finds the shortest distance to some geometric primitive. When for
example prim is a line, then D finds the shortest distance from a
point to a line.
In Section 4.8.2 we will use implicit geometry to draw biological
shapes onto the surface of a 3d object. The concepts behind a such a
surface are explored in the next section.
3.3

manifolds

In order to draw our implicit geometric primitives, we first need to
define a space within which the geometry is defined. In topology
a manifold is a space such that for each point p there exists a homomorphism from the neighborhood of p to a euclidean n-space. A
two-dimensional manifold is usually called a surface. This name is
not idly chosen as the boundary of three dimensional objects are manifolds (under normal circumstances). This makes a manifold an ideal
candidate to be able to draw our 2-space implicit geometry on a 3space object (a 3d model). Since we are dealing exclusively with two
dimensional manifolds we shall henceforth exclusively use the term
surface.
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We should immediately point out that a surface may resemble a uvunwrap (Section 3.1.5) but is certainly not the same for two reasons:
• A uv-unwrap is only defined in terms of vertices of a mesh M,
and not in terms of all points of the surface of the 3d object.
Though this is a subtle difference, each point in a polygon P
depends purely on the uv-coordinates of the vertices of P via
a mapping function (usually linear interpolation). In contast a
manifold may map points using an arbitrary function.
• The previous difference usually does not matter in practice as it
is computationally convenient to work with a mapping that is
well defined in terms of the vertices of mesh M. However the
next reason does matter significantly. In a uv-unwrap a point
p can belong to more than one point on a polygon (uv-mappings
are not injective) which means that from such a point its neighborhood is not homomorphic to the euclidean 2-space. We can
move across one polygon in two directions and across the other
also in two directions, and therefore a uv-unwrap is not a manifold.
Why should we work with surfaces and not with a uv-unwrap?
We have to convert to a unwrapped UV space at some point just to
be able to render the geometry using textures. The simple reason is
that when rendering we can easily make the texture seamless when
defining the geometry in terms of a manifold first. For example, imagine a two dimensional modulo space. All features we render will be
seamless, even if we map the entire space to a rectangle just by virtue
of using a modulo space. With respect to meshes, by appropriately
defining the surface in which we render we can make all our generated textures fit seamlessly onto the mesh M even if it has a complex
shape. The easiest way to do this is by defining an appropriate distance function that measures the distance over the surface instead of
some artifical uv-space.
We can allow a surface to contain values of some type at each point.
If such a surface only has a finite (discrete) number of points we call
it a sampled surface. By convention these are usually taken to be
rectangular. This means that the samples are taken in a two dimensional rectangle, the underlying surface does not need to be rectangular. When done so these sampled surfaces correspond to our notion
of a texture. We will denote textures of some type with Suv .
Since now all scales of the hierachy used in the texture generation
system are in place we can describe the the texture generation system
method itself in the next chapter.
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A M E T H O D F O R G E N E R AT I N G P R O C E D U R A L S K I N
TEXTURES

4.1

overview

The general idea behind the texture generation system is to take an
existing rendering system, then try to find the settings and textures
such that the materials rendered with that system closely resemble
skin. To test whether certain settings do resemble skin we use biospec
as a benchmark.
Now, skin is not the same everywhere. Some parts of the skin, for
example, around the area of moles the concentration of pigment is
much higher. The properties of the skin can indeed vary across the
face. Fortunatly we already have a list of properties that influence the
appearance of skin. These are the parameters given by the biospec
model. They include, for example, the concentrations of blood, the
amount of pigment, and more. An exhaustive list of these parameters
can be found in Section 4.4. We will call these parameters biological
parameters denoted by [P]bio .
Consider a point on the skin, how do we determine the exact biological parameters that occur at this point? As we have seen they
are influenced by things like the presence of hair follicles, moles, and
other biological tissues at that point. We will call all biological phenomena that influence the biological properties of skin at a certian
point biological features.
Ofcourse not every mole is the same, they vary in size, color, etc.
In fact we allow each biological feature to have a set of parameters
themselves (not to be confused with the biological parameters which
are the input for the biospec model). These parameters are things
like, the location on the face, the radius of a mole, the length of a
hair etc. We will call these parameters feature parameters denoted
by [Q]feature . Each such a feature has a model that describes how
it influences the nearby biological parameters in isolation. To find
the actual biological parameters at a point, we take the “sum” of the
influence of all nearby features. This how we determine, for example,
what the exact concentration of pigment at a certain point is, given
that there is a mole 1 millimeter away and a freckle 0.5 millimeter
away.
Now the process for creating textures for a rendering system is as
follows. Given an “empty” face we first randomly generate biological
features at their appropriate locations on the face. Hairs grow on
the scalp, moles occur anywhere except on the lips, add wrinkles
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that extend in the right direction. We give these biological features
plausible sizes, lengths, etc. In fact, what we do is actually choosing
appropriate [Q]feature for those particular features.
We can now start creating a texture. We take a texture, and for each
pixel we calculate its “value” in terms of the biological parameters by
“summing” the influence of each individual feature. We now only
need to convert this texture to a set of texture that our rendering
system understands.
The rendering system has, for example, textures for diffuse color,
reflection etc. We need to somehow convert the pixel values of the texture above to pixel values that look the same in the eventual renderer.
Now, renderers often use multiple textures to render their geometery,
but for simplicity’s sake we can just pretend that the renderer uses a
single texture where the pixel values are simply the concatenation of
all pixel values the renderer uses. In this setting we simply need to
convert our “biological” texture to this render texture.
The part that does this is the model matcher. This component basically takes the biological parameters for a pixel, then finds the pixel
values for the renderer such that they look more or less the same. We
model match each pixel in the “biological” texture and thereby generate the render texture we can use in our render system. Figure 4
shows a high level overview this approach.
Before we can actually start generating textures, a lot of specifics
need to be chosen. This is done in the next section.

4.1.1

Model Requirements

We need to provide the specular model of the rendering package used
to the texture generation system. Such a specular model is always in
the form of a Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function. We will
call this BRDF the rendering model. This BRDFrender is defined
under a list of rendering parameters which we denote with [P]render
(see section 3.1.3 for details). This is in contrast to the biological
model which is also a BRDF, but has a larger, more detailed and fixed
set of parameters [P]bio that are given by our biological model. The
detailed nature of the biological model makes it less suited for direct
rendering. In section 4.2 we will explain these two models more in
detail.
Our method to generate biological plausible textures is divided
into two phases; a precalculation phase in which most of the lighting calculations is done once and a feature phase in which textures
are generated based on these lighting calculations.
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Precalculation Phase

[P]bio

biospec

BRDFbio

Model Match

BRDFrender
[P]render

ModelMatch

[Q]feature

TexGen

Texture Set

Figure 4: A data driven black-box diagram of the texture generation system.
Rectangles indicate black-box functions or algorithms, arrows indicate data.

4.1.2

Precalculation phase

In this phase we determine which rendering parameters [p]r ∈ [P]render
yield a BRDF that resembles the BRDF of the biological model under
a list of biological parameters [p]b ∈ [P]bio “best”. Intuitively, we
try to find the parameters of BRDFrender such that it looks the most
like the biological model. Mathematically speaking, we try to find a
mapping
ModelMatch : [P]bio → [P]render

that maps all lists of biological parameters in [P]bio to some list of
rendering parameters in [P]render . If we have this mapping then we
can later on describe all biological features in terms of their biological
parameters. When the textures need to be written we can easily convert all the biological values to shader parameter by simply running
them through the ModelMatch function. This way we only have to
develop the biological features once, while still being able to switch
out rendering models.
4.1.3

Feature phase

In the second phase the biological features are rendered onto actual textures. This is done by first generating biological features according to
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a set of probability distributions. Then the biological parameters are
written as samples onto a surface (see section 3.3) at a certain resolution. At this stage we know for each “pixel” in the surface what the
biological parameters are. Following that, using the ModelMatch function above we convert the data in the surface to rendering parameters,
and write the appropriate textures for each parameter.
Each phase uses models. These models are outlined in the next
section.
4.2

models

We introduce two lighting models with which the texture generation
system is going to work:
biological model The biological model tries to encapsulate the
workings of human skin for a wide range of lighting phenomena in a very detailed way. These effects, for example, include
the absorption of certain wavelengths by pigments in the skin,
their scattering effects among others.
rendering model These existing models are (sometimes very rough)
approximations of a broad range of materials in the real world
(not just skin or biological substances) and are developed mainly
with rendering in mind. These models work well with rendering hardware and are often easy to implement but usually do
not take into account all possible effects that occur in nature.
Examples of these are Ashikhmin-Shirley[1] and GGX[29].
Why two models? Given that we want to simulate the visual appearance of human skin in a biological correct way, the most straightforward approach would be to write a custom renderer that does
exactly this. Such a renderer would incorporate all the effects described in Baranoski[3] and integrate them directly in a system for
lighting and geometry. While this approach is in a scientific sense
more accurate and might become feasible in the future, as of writing
this approach has several issues:
• Using the biological model directly is computatationally much
more intensive than using a rendering model specifically designed with the hardware in mind.
• Most existing rendering systems (mainly real time renderers)
are not capable of using the biological model directly. Specifically any renderer that uses a rasterization technique would
need to evaluate the scattering properties of each layer of the
skin model which is infeasible on current hardware.
In the next few sections we will discuss these these models in detail.
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4.3

biological model

There are essentially two possible ways to construct a biological model
for simulating the light propagation through skin:
in vivo measurements : The relevant BRDFs are measured from
live test subjects. Firstly, the biological parameters of an area
of skin are determined. Then the BRDF is measured in a controlled lighting setup using specialized equipment. While such
a measurement might be good for follow up research, it is beyond the allotted time and scope of the current project.
simulation : Using a very detailed biological model we can simulate the behaviour of light through skin in which we are able to
control all relevant parameters ourselves. Using such a simulation we could generate all BRDFs nessecary to perform model
matching onto a rendering model.
Krishnaswamy[14] has developed an in depth model of skin and is
called biospec. The biospec model is quite extensive and for details
to implement it we refer to the original paper. It is good to have
a basic understanding of the system, which is detailed in the next
section.
4.4

biospec

The biospec model at its core is a path tracer. What it does, is simulate
how a infinitesimally narrow ray would propagate though human
skin (henceforth called the specimen) using geometric calculations.
It does this multiple times. As the number of rays grows large, the
simulation will start to look more and more like skin would under
full illumination.
Skin is modeled in biospec as consisting of several layers. It is
assumed that the space above the first layer consists of air only. Likewise it is assumed that light cannot propagate beyond the last layer,
making it a contained model. To simplify the algorithm a few assumptions are made:
Firstly, it is assumed that interactions of the light ray with the skin
can only occur at the boundary between layers (or air) or within a
layer. It also assumes that the variations across the skin are small
enough to be negligible. More precisely, the biospec model is isotropic.
It does not model topological features such as the biological features
used in the texture generation system. While this is not a very good
approximation for skin as a whole, it is a good approximation for a
infinitesimally small patch of skin. Since we have implicitly assumed
that a pixel in the “biological” texture is small this does not pose a
problem.
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In the biospec model, the paths of n rays are traced through a virtual specimen. Each interaction of light rays with the skin is modeled
as a stochastic process. That is, at each interaction the ray has a probability to either be absorbed fully, or changed in direction without loss
of energy. This method ensures that at all times the reflected energy
cannot be greater than the energy input and cannot violate the law of
conservation of energy.
Since biospec uses stochastic processes to model light propagation
it is therefore a variant of a Monte Carlo algorithm[20], in fact as the
number of rays n becomes large the distribution of the aggregated
light rays over all visible directions will approximate the actual BSSRDF closer and closer.
biospec models only thin skin. This is skin that appears anywhere
but on the palms and soles. Thin skin is modeled to have 4 different
layers; the stratum corneum, the epidermis, the reticular dermis and
the papillary dermis. The biospec algorithm at its core is as follows:
biospec()
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

for n ← 0 . . . N
do Generate a random ray r.
while r is not exiting in the air.
 let ρ ∈ [0 . . . 1] be a new random number each time.
do Let p be the probability r reflects on interface k and l
if ρ 6 p
then r was reflected, l becomes the previous layer.
else r was refracted, l becomes the next layer.
 r is now inside layer l
Calculate the probability p that r is absorbed.
if ρ 6 p
then r was absorbed. Abort, try a new ray.
Perform scattering of r within l.
if r is travelling up
then l becomes the layer above l.
else l becomes the layer below l.
Record the direction of r.

Each layer has two points of interaction; the interface with another
layer, and the scattering and absorption within a layer. At the interface the modeled phenomena are:
• Fresnel reflection or refraction, which is the reflection or refraction due to the different speeds of light inside materials.
• Modifications of the light ray direction due to microscopic difference in elevation. In biospec these are modeled using TrowbridgeReitz[26].
Within each layer the modeled phenomena are:
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• Absorption due to colliding with a pigment molecule.
• Scattering due to the ray encountering any form of particles.
Biospec has quite an extensive list of parameters such as the thickness of each layer, the ratio of melanocytes per volume, the ratio of
bloodvessels, the ratio of oxygenated blood vs non oxygenated blood
and so on. These are denoted with [P]bio . The biospec model is quite
extensive in itself and we refer to the original paper for more details.
In the texture generation system we use the full biospec model, with
only a few modifications to biospec to make it more suitable for our
method. These modifications are outlined in the next section.
4.5

modifications to biospec
• In the original version of biospec an incoming light ray that
hits the surface is first checked for fresnel reflection/refraction
using the specimen normal. Then the light ray is either reflected
or refracted along a micronormal given by Trowbridge-Reitz. In
our version of biospec we first determine the micronormal and
then also use this normal to perform the refraction or reflection
calculations which is closer to physical reality.
• The biospec model uses the absorption coefficients of the monomer
eumelanin in the melanocytes. Polymers are long molecular
chains consisting of small similar molecules, each such a part
is called a monomer. In reality the eumelanin form large polymer chains. Due to the larger size and the interaction of the
monomers with each other the absorption is slightly different.
Our model uses the absorption of the polymer eumelanin instead which is closer to the actual biological system.
• Because we only have use biospec once, we can get away with
using a little bit more computational resources to get more accuracy. As such, we use the full Fresnel formulae instead of the
simplified model of Fresnel reflection called Schlick’s approximation. We assume that the incoming light is unpolarized (that
is the light rays consists evenly of L and R polarized light). Polarization is the phenomenon that the electric (and magnetic)
fields of light can have a certain orientation. This orientation
can influence the way the light ray reflects.
• Instead of rendering using geometry we instead sample the uvsphereand construct a sampled BRDF (see Section 4.5.2) instead.

In the next section will we describe the changes in detail.
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4.5.1

Micronormal

The surface of the skin is modeled to have microscopic flattened
spherical surfaces. This model seems to correspond well to reality
[14], and conceptually closely resembles skin cells stacked on top of
each other.
The interactiong with light is modeled as follows: Each incoming
ray has a probability of landing on a part of the spherical surface.
The position on the sphere determines the normal direction under
which the ray is reflected (or refracted). It is assumed that the flattened spheres are so small that each ray has a probability to land
somewhere on the sphere even if two rays are coming from (approximately) the same location. This should be interpreted as; it is not
physically possible to cast exactly the same rays at the same spot because there will always be small perturbations that slightly modify
the impact position of the light ray.
The distribution of the possible zenith angles at the points of impact can be considered a fixed function as shown by TrowbridgeReitz[26]. To find the angle of the micronormal Trowbridge-Reitz
has proposed the following function given a uniform random number ρ ∈ [0 . . . 1):
v

!
u
2
u
σ
1

α = arccos t p
−1
σ2 − 1
σ4 − σ4 · ρ + ρ
The first interaction a ray has, is Fresnel reflection (or refraction)
at the surface (see Hecht[12]). Depending on the refractive indices
of the media and the zenith angle a certain percentage of the light is
refracted and changes direction using Snell’s law (see Hecht[12] for
details). The rest is reflected as if the normal indicated the surface of a
mirror. In biospec this is interpreted as a stochastic system, and interprets these percentages as a probability. Given the incoming direction
and the refractive indices a given light ray has a certain probability
of either being reflected or refracted with a probability equal to the
percentage that refracts or reflects under those conditions.
This happens in both the original version and our version of biospec.
Where the systems differ is in the in the surface normal that is used to
calculate the zenith angle of the incoming ray. Original biospec uses
the species’ normal to determine the Fresnel coefficients instead of the
micronormal of the flattened spheres. It performs the actual reflection
or refraction using the zenith angle obtained from Trowbridge-Reitz.
In our version of biospec we always perform the calculations with a
normal generated from Trowbridge-Reitz. We do not use the species
normal, even for outgoing rays. What we do is, we first generate
a normal from Trowbridge-Reitz, then apply Fresnel reflection and
refraction, then the direction is checked to determine in which layer
the ray should end up. This approach is closer to what happens in
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reality, but takes more time to calculate since more rays enter the
specimen which would otherwise be cast into the environment.
It is possible for Trowbridge-Reitz to generate very shallow angles
(albeit at low probability). Rays reflecting on those shallow angles
might end up in the deeper layer even though they were reflected
according to their Fresnel coefficient. This happens regardless if the
species or the micronormal is used. In reality due to their shallow angle they would hit the interface again and again be subject to Fresnel
refraction or reflection. Since this only happens with low probability, our implementation ignores it. A pure physical implementation
would have to check Fresnel reflection again and again until the ray
actually crosses into the deeper layer or is reflected into the environment.
4.5.2

Render to Sampled BRDF

Since for the texture generation system we are only interested in the
BRDF of skin we use the biospec model to generate a sampled BRDF
instead of an image. A sampled Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function BRDFd (ωi , ωr ) is a discrete function that partitions the
surface of the uv-sphere in a number of bins, and stores the average
reflection coefficient for each partition in that bin. A sampled BRDF
is therefore just a discretized version of the continuous BRDF. This
allows us to precalculate the BRDF under a set of biological parameters once, and then query each value using a simple lookup. This
sampled BRDF can then be used in the next phase, which is the parameter estimation.
To find the values for each bin in BRDFd (ωi , ωr ) we simply run the
biospec simulation with parameters [P]bio for rays with randomly
chosen ωi , which each yield a ωr . The rays are randomly chosen to
keep the run time closer to the average run time than to the worst
case run time. After the simulation of a ray is complete the algorithm
finds the bin that belongs to ωr and averages the new value with the
values already present. If we take a large number of samples BRDFd
will approximate the actual BRDF of skin closely.
A little care needs to be taken with the surface area that each bin
represents. As pointed out before we do not really sample a point
when running the path tracer, but instead the uv-sphere. The uvsphere when taken under spherical coordinates does not partition the
uv-sphere in areas of equal size. After all the rays has been cast, each
bin needs to be divided by the surface area that that bin represents.
The expression needed to do this can be found in section 3.1.6.
Analogously, the incoming light should also be distributed accordingly. If spherical coordinates are used then the zenith angle of the
incoming rays should be sampled from an arcsin distribution arcsin ρ
where ρ is a uniform random number between 0 and 1.
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Now that we have a modified biospec model able to generate BRDFbio ,
we can try and find a matching BRDFrender which is done in the next
section.
4.6

parameter estimation

If we look at material models from an abstract perspective, we see
that many models are essentially of the form: Given a set of parameters (roughness, diffuse color etc.). compute the BRDF that belongs
to those parameters. In functional notation, a material model M is a
function M : [P] → (Ω → Ω → R+ ). Where [P] is a list of material
parameters, Ω is the type of spherical directions and R+ is the set
of positive real numbers. In this framework the uv-coordinates are
simply just another parameter in P and a texture can be considered
nothing more as a function that maps specific uv-coordinates to material parameters. The fact that these textures often correspond to our
intuitive notions such as the color of an object at a specific point is
convenient but not strictly nessecary.
When working with material models regarding skin two apparent
problems appear. Firstly, in rendering we are faced with two conflicting requirements. On one hand we would like to render as fast as
possible, on the other hand we would like to approximate reality as
close as possible. This is why many material models designed for
(real-time) rendering trade accuracy (or realism) for speed. One way
to reduce computational load is to include less parameters. On the
other hand, physical models usually strive towards a close approximation of reality, sacrificing a lot of speed along the way.
Secondly, actually setting material parameters to achieve the desired look is a process that requires a lot of expertise and trial and
error. Specifically for skin, in which flaws can easily be spotted by
humans, being able to correctly set parameters is quite imperative.
We wish to propose a (partial) solution to address both these issues.
We propose to still render with a fast rendering model, but in a way
such that the rendering output is as close to the physical model as
possible. To tackle this problem, we note that both the detailed physical model Mφ and a faster rendering model Mr have a common
ground. They both produce a BRDF under some set of parameters.
These BRDFs may be very different. More precisely, given a list of
physical parameters [P]φ find a list of rendering parameters [P]r such
that Mφ ([P]φ ) is as close as possible to Mr ([P]r ). We can find a concrete definition for “as close as possible” in the notion of minimal
squared distance. Analytically, two isotropic BRDFs BRDF1 and BRDF2
are as close as possible when the following expression is minimal:
Z 2π Z π Z π
(BRDF2 ((0, ζi ), (α, ζr )) − BRDF1 ((0, ζi ), (α, ζr )))2 dζi dζr dα
0
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0

In the expression above we can substitute Mx ([P]x ) for BRDFx to
use the material models instead. Doing so simplifies the problem to
finding a list in [P]r . Note that in the integral above α = αr − αi is the
azimuthal difference. Since the absolute azimuth does not matter in
isotropic materials we only need to look at the relative angle between
the azimuth of the incoming ray and outgoing ray.
4.7

discretization

Usually BRDFs are not continuous functions, specifically in the case
of the texture generation system the BRDFs produces by the biospec
pathtracer is in the form of a sampled BRDF. Fortunately, we can use
the standard discretization transform to find the least square difference:
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Where n is the number of samples in the azimuthal difference and
m the number of samples in the zenith angle of the incoming ray and
o the number of samples in the zenith angle of the outgoing ray. If
a BRDF is already given as a sampled BRDF with the same number of
πζi
2πα πζr
samples n, m and k. Then we can replace BRDFx ((0, m−1
), ( n−1
, k−1 ))
with BRDFx (n, m, k) as is the case with the output of a path tracer.
4.7.1

Subsurface Scattering

It is also possible to incorporate subsurface scattering in the matching system. We again can use the notion that the biospec model is
isotropic. This implies that the subsurface scattering is the same in
all directions around the point where the incoming ray impacts. We
choose a distance Dmax up to which we want to record the subsurface scattering amount. This distance can then be partitioned into
nsss bins, each of which will store the average subsurface scattering
amount for that range of distances. These bins form concentric circles
around the point of impact.
We can now modify biospec such that it also keeps track of the
distance from the origin point D. For example if the ray travels from
the top of one layer at z = 0 and then hits the interface to the next
layer at z = 1 at a zenith angleof 45 degrees, then we add sin(45◦ ) = 1
to D. We do the same for scattering, if a scattering phenomenon
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occurs then we choose a random depth with respect to the probability
that the ray scattered at that depth in that layer and calculate the
change of distance.
This is done until ray leaves the specimen at distance D. In addition
to recording the direction of the ray as normal, its intensity is also
added to bin that corresponds to D. After a lot of rays have been cast
the bins will contain the scattering distribution belonging to biospec.
This method can be generalized to include varying wavelengths.
Instead of a single array the wavelengths are also partitioned into
bins. We now have a table that partitions the wavelengths on one
axis and the distance on the other. Alternatively, we can keep track
of three arrays, red, green and blue and add the intensity to each
bin using the CIE standard observer response curves (see Mather[17])
which measure the response of the human eye to each color. This is
effectively the same as calculating the diffusion profile belonging to
the skin shader in GPU Gems[21] which is the method used to model
sub-surface scattering in that particular shader.
4.8

texture generation

Now that we have completed the model match function we can move
on to actually generating textures. The next few sections describe the
primitives used to build these textures.
4.8.1

Bézier curve

One of the basic geometric primitives used in the texture generation
is the Bézier curve. A Bézier curve is a geometric primitive based on
the Bernstein polynomial. It is basically a smooth curve controlled
by a set of user defined points. Many forms of different orders of
Bézier curves exist, all with slightly different shapes. The Bézier curve
used in the texture generation system is the cubic Bézier curve(see
Foley[6]).
Regardless of the curve chosen, the most important operation on
Bézier curves we use is finding the shortest distance from a point to
the curve. This is done using golden section search[23]. The golden
ration search algorithm finds a minimum within a given bounded
(also called bracketed) range in logarithmic time in terms of its local
parameterization t.
4.8.2

Primitives

Two primitives in the texture generation system are used to draw the
biological features. We introduce the notion of a profiled shape as
follows: let prim ∈ PRIM be a geometric primitive, and D be an
implicit geometric function that finds the shortest distance to some
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Figure 5: A profiled shape interpreted as a displacement. This profiled
shape uses a Bézier curve as its center, indicated by the red line.
The cross section indicated by the black line corresponds to the
profile function þ on the right.

point in prim as defined in section 3.2.2. Now we define a profile
function þ : R → R that maps the distance D from prim to some real
number. A profiled shape is then simply þ(D(prim)).
Imagine for example that prim is a straight line on a flat plane,
1
and þ(d) = d
. If we now interpret the implicit geometric shape as
the height at that point, then þ is the shape we would see if we would
cut orthogonal to the line and view the object head on. An example
of this can be seen in Figure 5.
Obviously we can apply the same profile to any geometric primitive, they are not restricted to lines and points. In the texture generation system we use two primitives to apply profiles to; Bézier curves
and points. By interpreting D as various biological parameters we can
create a multitude of biological features. The profile around a Bézier
curve could be interpreted as the elevation of the skin and could thus
be used to model wrinkles, or the profile could be interpreted as the
concentration of melanocytes to model moles to name a few. Precise
details of the used profiled shapes as used in the texture generation
system are described in section 4.8.5.
4.8.3

General Profile Functions

To generalize even further, we allow þ to take parameters as well.
This way we can create families of functions that can be applied to
more than one profiled shape. Recall that the points of a Bézier curve
are defined in terms of a parameter t ∈ [0 . . . 1]. For example, to
make wrinkles taper near the end of the Bézier curve we pass t as an
extra parameter to þ, allowing the profile function to adjust its shape
accordingly.
Mathematically, we generalize þ to þ 0 : [Q]feature → R → R where
[Q]feature is a list of shape parameters that control the profile function.
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When generating our textures we need to fill in values for each
feature in [Q]feature in order to apply the profile function. These
values are drawn from feature distributions as follows:
4.8.4

Feature Distributions

Most of the features and their parameters are randomly generated
according to statistical distributions. We say a feature distribution is
a function ∆ : F → [Q]feature → D where f ∈ F is the type of features,
[Q]feature the set of features for type f and D the set of distributions.
Most often such a distribution will be given in terms of a probability
density function. Intuitively, this probability distribution specifies
the likelyhood that a biological feature (or parameter) occurs at a
certain location. Hairs for example are most prominent on the scalp, a
∆ describing this distribution would have a higher probability density
of points on the scalp.
How biological features work is detailed in the next section.
4.8.5

Biological Features

The biological features basically describe for each point p on the surface Ssurface which biological parameters belong to that point when
that feature is considered in isolation. For example moles have a high
melanocyte concentration near the center and less so away from the
center. Mathematically speaking a biological feature is a function
FEATURE(x, y, q, b) : R → R → [Q]feature → [P]bio

that maps the feature parameters q ∈ [Q]feature at a certain point
(x, y) ∈ R × R to some list of parameters in the biological model b.
Feature parameters could for example include the maximum amount
of melanocytes or the radius of the feature. Many of the biological
features will use the þ function combined with an implicit geometric
primitive to implement this function.
We can allow each feature to interact with each other feature in
a complex way. For example follicles have less bloodvessels around
them due to the room taken up by the sebaceous gland. Therefore
when adding a follicle at some location on the surface it actually diminishes the amount of blood around it. To model this we can introduce an extra function blend that takes each feature present at a
point and calculates the effects of the interaction. To ensure that each
interaction behaves in the expected way each biological feature need
to be assigned a priority. This priority ensures, for example, that all
features that modify the amount of blood at a certain point are added
first before it is diminished by adding follicles.
In section 5.3 we will detail the biological features that were implemented for the proof of concept.
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4.8.6

Precalculation Algorithm

We now have all the components needed to create the two main algorithms of the texture generation system. The first part is the algorithm
that precalculates the a BRDF for some list of biological parameters
[P]bio :
PrecalculateBioModel([p]bio )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

while BRDFd (ωi , ωr ) does not have the desired precision
do Generate ωi and ωr from an arcsin distribution
 let r be an outgoing ray, with reflection coefficient rθ
r ← BioSpec(ωi , ωr , [p]bio )
 let b be a bin of BRDFd
Find the bin b that belongs to (ωi , ωr )
b ← rθ averaged with the value of b
return BRDFd

Where BRDFd is the sampled BRDF as described in section 4.5.2. We
can now use this function to (pre)calculate the material model M for
skin:
Precalculate()
1  let T be a table with nlength[p]bio entries
2 for each entry t ∈ T
3
do Find the parameter values [p]bio belonging to t
4
t ← PrecalculateBioModel([p]bio )
5 return T
The algorithm Precalculate results in a table T that contains the
sampling of the parameter space of P with n samples for each parameter. Each entry contains a BRDFd . We still need to convert it to
a full material model Mbio (see Section 4.6). We can do this as follows, when parameter list [p]bio is queried, find T (ωi , ωr , [p] 0 ) for all
sample points [p] 0 in the hypercube that surround [p]bio and interpolate between them. For a general method to interpolate a value in a
hypercube of adjacent values see Wagner[28]. The resulting material
model is used in the following algorithm:
ModelMatch(Mbio , BRDFr )
1  let mmd : [P]bio → [P]render be a model match function
2 for each possible parameter list [p] ∈ [P]bio
3
do [p]render ← minimize(Mbio ([p]), BRDFr ) under all (ωi , ωr )
4
Add [p] as an entry to mmd
5 return mmd
The function minimize(Mbio ([p]), BRDFr ) minimizes the squared
difference of two BRDFs as described in section 4.6. This gives the
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model match function mmd that computes for each set of biological parameters, which rendering parameters should be used to best
match the visual appearance of this material model. The model match
function will be used in the second phase.
There is still one thing we need to address, from section 3.3 we saw
that the surface needs to be converted to a uv-mapping at some point.
This is explained next.

4.8.7

Conversion of Coordinates

The surface needs to be converted to a uv-mapping at some point.
Keeping in vein with the rest of the system this is also done implicitly.
We define a function

UVtoManifold : Suv → Ssurface

that converts a point in the uv-space Suv to a point in the surface
Ssurface . This function should resemble the uv-unwrap function
but with the following changes. If the uv-unwrap function assigns a
uv-coordinate to two points on the surface it should instead choose
only one and it should assign a point on the surface for all all uvcoordinates that have no point on the surface assigned to them by the
uv-unwrap.
For example if the surface is a modulo 1 space in two dimensions
(as in the initial example), then UVtoManifold amounts to mapping
each uv-coordinate to a point within a rectangle of width and height
equal to 1 somewhere in the modulo space.We can now sample the
uv-space at a certain resolution by overlaying an imaginary grid of n
by m sample points and querying for each point p ∈ Suv the value
that belongs to point s = UVtoManifold(p). How we arrive at the
exact value for s is detailed in section 4.8.8.

4.8.8

Rendering Algorithm

Now we can finally construct our full algorithm for texture generation:
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TexGen(MMd , ∆)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

 let Suv be a sampled surface containing rendering parameters (textures)
 let RT ree be a set containing all biological features of type all feature types F
for each feature type t ∈ F
do for i ← 0 . . . n(t)
do Generate feature parameters [q]feature according to δ(t, q).
Create a new feature r with [q]feature
Add r to RT ree
for each sample (pixel) (u, v) in Suv
do (x, y) ← UVtoManifold((u, v))
r ← all biological features present at (x, y)
[r 0 ] ← r sorted by priority
for r 0 ∈ [r 0 ]
do [q]feature ← feature parameters belonging to r 0
for each parameter p
do Suv (u, v) ← mmd (FEATURE(x, y, [q]feature ))
return Suv

Where Suv is by convention a rectangular block of samples, where
each sample contains a value for all the parameters in [P]render . We
use a set RT ree that stores the generated features for that run. To
keep the running time short it is advisable to use a data structure
that allows fast spacial searching such as an R-Tree (see Beckmann[4]).
The set F contains each feature type described in section 4.8.5, and
n(f) ∈ N is the number of features of type f ∈ F to generate as determined by the user. As described in section 4.8.4 the function ∆(f, q)
gives the distribution of feature parameter q for feature f ∈ F and
[q]feature is some list of feature parameters (see section ). The point
(u, v) is a sample in the uv-space and (x, y) a point on the surface of
the 3d object and mmd and FEATURE are as described in section and
section, respectively.
The implicit nature of the geometry is quite noticable since at no
point the space of biological parameters, nor the space of rendering
parameters is queried. The whole geometry is exposed only through
the call mmd (FEATURE(x, y, [q]feature )) which gives us the relevant
rendering parameters for a point in the uv-space that we are interested in.
The surface Suv contains the rendering parameters for each pixel
in the texture image. The last step, as a practical measure, is saving
this data in the relevant format for use in the rendering system. This
completes the entire algorithm.
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5

I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

In this chapter we will go into deeper detail regarding certain aspects
of the texture generation system that need to be kept in mind when
implementing the system. Firstly, the artist needs to be able to interact
with the application, this is done with probability fields.

5.1

probability fields

The biological features are generated according to distributions ∆(f, q)
(section 4.8.4). In the texture generation system this is done with
probability fields which are basically greyscale textures that give for
each point in Suv a probability between 0 and 1 by interpreting the
greyscale value as a probability. These greyscale texture maps is what
the artist can draw in order to indicate the approximate locations of
each feature.

a

b

c

d

Figure 6: Probabilty fields used to indicate the distribution of features across
the face. a: hair follicles, b: eyebrows, c: freckles, d: lips

We not that interpreting greyscale images as probability distribution is techniqually not correct, because the probabilities are defined
in terms of the texture surface Suv and not in terms of the actual surface Sbio , and the probabilities in the texture do not sum to 1. Still,
it is an intuitive and visual way for an artist to interact with these
probabiliy distributions. The artist can just paint a greyscale image,
and areas that appear brighter have a higher probability to generate
a biological feature at that location. In addition it gives us the following simple algorithm for choosing a point p on the surface Suv where
T is a greyscale texture image:
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ChoosePoint(T (x, y))
1 while True
2
do choose a uniform random point (x, y)
3
 Let ρ be a random uniform number in [0 . . . 1]
4
if ρ 6 T (x, y)
5
then return (x, y)
The algorithm then returns the location of p. Even though we will
use the above algorithm in practice in the description we will abstract
from this implementation and still say that the values are generated
using distribution ∆.
These values serve as the input for the biological parameters as
seen next.
5.2

biological parameters

In the texture generation system two sets of biological parameters are
used. The first set of parameters are all the parameters that belong to
biospec and are set by that model. biospec incorporates about 22 parameters. Because we have to calculate the matrix for the ModelMatch
function, having the matrix include all 22 parameters (dimensions)
would result in a matrix with at least 222 entries. Which theoretically
is not a problem but in practice these entries have to be precalculated.
This would result in unfeasibly large run times.
Fortunately, not all features are as “important” as others. Most of
the parameters remain relatively constant over the range of skin types
and the feature therein. Some features also have less influence over
how the resulting BRDF looks. That is why we have chosen to take
a reduced set of parameters [P]bio with which to work. The method
itself doesn’t change due to this choice, but having less parameters to
work with greatly reduces the complexity of the implementation.
The reduced set of parameters is detailed in the next section.
5.3

implemented biological features

We want to make a few things very clear, the features in the texture
generation system are made with a proof of concept in mind. Trying
to find good models for the growth an behavior of biological features
is a whole research in itself and beyond the scope of this project.
This means that only is the list of biological features used in the
texture generation system not exhaustive, but only the features that
we felt were the most apparent and could be easily modeled were
included in the system. The models themselves are constructed such
that they are merely visually similar at the resolutions in which we
are rendering our textures. Future research should incorporate find-
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ing more detailed biologically motivated models for the biological
features. Recommendations for these can be found in section 7.
The following is the list of biological parameters used in the texture
generation system.
Feature
Name

Symbol Description

Pheomelanin
ratio

pp

The ratio of eumelanin to pheomelanin
within the melanocytes where 0 is eumelanin only, and 1 pheomelanin only.

Blood ratio

pb

The ratio of total volume to the volume
that consists of whole blood where 0 is
no blood present, and 1 whole volume is
blood.

Melanocyte
ratio

pm

The ratio of the total volume to the volume that consists of melanocytes, where
again 0 is no melanocytes present and 1
indicates that the whole volume consists
of melanocytes.

Oxygenation
ratio

po

The ratio of oxygenated blood volume to
deoxygenated blood volume. Where 1 is
fully oxygenated.

Stratum
corneum
thickness

pSCT

The thickness of the top layer of skin in
cm.

Epidermis
Thickness

pET

The thickness of the 2nd layer of skin in
cm.

Height/
displacement

pz

The displacement from the average skin
height in cm.

Additional
Color

pc

A RGBA color that overrides the color determined by the scattering model. This is
used to model features that overlay normal skin such as hairs and make up.

In the next few sections we will present how the implemented features modify the biological parameters. Each feature is defined implicitly (see section 3.2.2). Most of the features here are relative which
means that they depend only on the relative distance d between the
query point p and the feature and not on the absolute location of p.
In the following sections U is defined to be a uniform distribution
in the domain [0 . . . 1], and Norm(µ, σ) is a normal distribution with
mean µ and standard deviation σ. With this we can describe the
implemented features:
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5.3.1

Baseline Skin

The baseline skin should be viewed as bare skin without any biological features present. We simply set all the parameters of the biological
model to the minimum value taken from the plausible range of biological values found in the literature[14]. Since perfectly even skin
looks very artificial we add a bit of noise to each parameter every
pixel taken to be a percentage of the width of the plausible range of
values φ. In the texture generation system φ is set to 0.1.
5.3.2

Cyst

A cyst is a small benign growth on the skin that usually does not
contain an increase in pigment. A Cyst in the texture generation system has three biological parameters; a center position c and a radius
r and a maximum height h. A cyst only modifies the displacement
parameter as follows:
pz = pz + þsig h
Where d is the distance to c over the surface, and
þsig = (1 − (sigmoid(

d
1
∗ 4) − ) ∗ 2)
r
2

is the sigmoid profile function.
In the texture generation system ncyst features are generated with
a default value of 5000, where c is generated with the cyst distribution
∆cysts , r is generated with |0.2Norm(0, 1) + 0.01| and h is generated
with 21 U.
5.3.3

Moles

A mole or Melanocytic nevus, is a small lesion that contains an anomalous number of melanocytes. They vary in size, concentration of
melanocytes and depth in the skin. In the texture generation system moles are modeled with four parameters a center c, a radius r,
a maximum melanocyte ratio M and a maximum height h. A model
modifies both the height and the melanocyte ratio as follows:
pm = pm + þsig M
pz = pz + hpm
where þsig is the sigmoid profile function defined as above.
In the texture generation system nmole features are generated with
a default value of 700, where c is generated with the mole distribution
∆mole , r is generated with |0.04Norm(0, 1)| and h is generated with
0.7U + 0.3.
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5.3.4

Follicles

A follicle is the lowest part of the hair, it is modeled up to the maximum possible displacement of the skin giving the appearance of
cleanly shaven hair. It does not model the geometry of hair. A follicle is modeled using three parameters, a center c, an inner radius ri
indicating where the stalk of the hair is present on the skin, and an
outer radius ro up to which the subdermal part of the hair is visible.
Let d be the distance across the surface from d. If d 6 ri we set the
extra color pc to the color of the hair and set the displacement to its
maximum. If ri < d 6 ro we fade out by decreasing the alpha value
of pc by
d∗5
(sigmoid(
) − 1)/2
r
.
In the texture generation system nfollicle features are generated
with a default value of 170000 which is an average of the number
of hairs on the scalp for Caucasians. The center c of each follicle is
generated with the follicle distribution ∆follicle , and ro = 0.1 and
ri = 0.04.
5.3.5

Freckles

Freckles are localized increases in pigment usually due to ultraviolet
radiation exposure. A freckle is modeled with four parameters, a
center c, a radius r, a maximum melanocyte ratio M and a maximum
pheomelanin ratio H.
Then we first generate an amount a = 1 − 1.2 dr such that a is restricted to the domain [0 . . . 1]. The biological parameters are then
modified as follows:
pm = pm + aMU
pp = pp + aHU
We generate nfreckle features with a default value of 3000. The
center c is taken from the freckle distribution (∆freckle )i where i is
variable power that we can choose. This value essentially allows us to
concentrate the freckles closer to the center of the face or spreading
them out by simply setting this value. The radius r is taken from
Norm(0.8, 0.4), M = 0.12U, and H = 0.015(M + U).
5.3.6

Lips

The lips are modeled using two parameters, the lip pheomelanin ratio
H and the blood ratio B. Let the feature distribution for the lips be
given by ∆(p) then the lips are model simply by:
pb = B∆(p)
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pp = H∆(p)
5.3.7

Wrinkles

A wrinkle is a skin fold that is caused by frequent stretching and
contracting of the skin. In the texture generation system a wrinkle is
modeled as a profiled shape (see Section 4.8.2). This profiled shape
has a Bézier curve as its base shape. It is modeled with three parameters; a Bézier curve B, a maximum wrinkle width w, and a maximum
depth h. Let t ∈ [0..1] be the location parameter of B such that B(t) is
the closest point from p with distance d. The wrinkle then modifies
the biological parameters as follows:
pz = pz − þwrinkle (T (t, w))h
Where þwrinkle is the wrinkle profile function defined as:

  0.2
d
d
d
þwrinkle (w) = 1 −
+
t
t
t
restricted to the domain [0 . . . 1]. We let the wrinkles taper near the
ends by modifying the thickness using function T (t, w) which is defined as:

2(1 − t)w if t > 1
2
T (t, w) =

1
2tw
if t < 2
To generate the wrinkles we take a slightly different approach than
in the feature before, instead of drawing from a distribution we take
a 2-space vector field V(x, y) that for each point gives us a vector v.
The vector v is essentially the length and direction of the wrinkles at
that point.
We can now generate wrinkles as follows, we choose a number of
points n, then we uniformly random choose a start point p = (x, y).
This is the first control point of our Bézier curve B. We then inspect
the vector field V at point p and get a vector v. We store the length l =
v
|v|. We then calculate p + n
, this becomes our next control point. We
inspect the vector field again to find the next step. We continue doing
this until the total length of the Bézier curve exceeds l completing our
wrinkle.
In the texture generation system the vector fields are also loaded
from RGB texture images, by interpreting the R and G components
as the direction of the vector and the B component as its length.
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6

R E S U LT S

A proof of concept was build using the ideas described in the previous chapters. The system consists of two parts; a precalculation
program and a texture generation program. In Figure 7 a handmade
3d model is shown that was rendered with settings and texture provided by the texture generation system.
6.1

texture generation for handmade models

Figure 7: A facial 3d model rendered with parameters matched by
ModelMatch and textures generated by the texture generation system. In the top left, the original model without shading applied.

The image is rendered using the NVidia iRay renderer. The iRay
material that comes with the rendered is based on the AshikhminShirley model. We created a BRDFrender based on the original paper
by Ashikhmin-Shirley[1] and used that the model matcher. The specular roughness, specular intensity, fresnel term, diffuse roughness
material settings were given by the precalculation program and the
diffuse, glossy texture maps and displacement maps were generated
by the texture generation program. The material settings that did not
need to be estimated were taken from the literature (specifically from
biospec).
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The texture generation program takes about 20 seconds to render
1 megapixel image, the image resolution can be chosen arbitrarily.
The computer system used was a Intel Core™i7-4702MQ 2.2 GHz
notebook with 32 GB memory. The implementation of the proof of
concept is single threaded. Since pixels do not depend on each other
an approximate n-fold speedup can be achieved by creating a parallel implementation. We expect that if the implementation is made
suitable for running on the GPU, rendering can be done in real time.
The precalculation takes much longer however. Fortunately it only
needs to be done once per rendering model. For the proof of concept,
a matrix with 8 biological parameters was created (see Section 5.3 and
note that extra color does not need to be estimated). We created a matrix of 3 samples per parameter, resulting in a matrix of 38 elements.
Each element was simulated for 5 min and then the simulated annealing was run for an addition 5 min. The construction of this matrix
took about 22 hours while running on two different computers both
similar in specs as the one above.

Figure 8: Left, a displacement map generated by the texture generation system. Right, a normal map taken from the cheek of a real human
face[9]

The system is capable of generating texture at several different
scales of detail. In Figure 8 a 1 cm2 scan is shown that was taken
by Carnegy Mellon University[9] (right) next to a displacement map
generated with the texture generation system (left).
With the right settings for the feature generation step, we can closely
approximate the topology of skin. Note that in Figure 8 the resulting
displacment maps do not suffer from the problems that scans have
such as noise, absence of features due to occlusion and warping due
to the curvature of the face. In the image in the right one can see that
in the lower left half of the scan the normals are deformed with the
curvature of the face, causing them to no longer be incident to the
surface normal.
The image shows that the texture generation system is able to range
features at a wide range of scales. Topology of the skin can be pop-
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ulated with smaller features to create very detailed closeups and simultaneously it can handle large features such as the coloration of
the lips as seen in Figure 7.
6.2

texture generation for 3d scans

In order to show that the texture generation system can indeed approximate reality, we also generated textures for an actual 3d scan
of a face. In Figure 9 on the left we can see an actual 3d scan of a
real person with textures created from multiple photographs taken
at a single instant. We refer to Ma[16] and Ghosh[7] for how these
textures were constructed. On the right the exact same 3d model,
but this time the textures and the shader settings were created by the
texture generation system.
To create these textures, all we had to do was create a few greyscale
images for the feature distributions. Each texture indicated the new
position of the lips, eyes, hair etc. After that we ran the texture generation program again with the new distributions which created the
texures appropriate for the 3d scan.

Figure 9: Left a scanned face with the original photographic texture applied.
Right, the same 3d model with shaders settings and textures generated by the texture generation system

The textures for the 3d scan were rendered at a resolution of 2048
by 2048 pixels and took about 30 seconds to render on the same machine as above. In Figure 10 the added detail level due to the higher
resolution can clearly be seen. In this image a closeup of the chin area
of the model is taken. A subtle but important property of of the the
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Figure 10: Closeup of the chin area showing individual biological features.

texture generation system system is that the skin tone matches with
the lighting conditions. The scene was lit using a high dynamic range
lightmap, which basically is a background image that is interpreted
as the amount of light that comes from that direction. Therefore the
light is not pure white.
Since the texture generation system uses biospec to simulate actual
color of skin the skin tone will remain correct even if the surrounding light changes in color. This is very hard to do with photography
based approaches, since the skin tone depends on the lighting conditions that were originally present when the photographs were taken.
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7

FUTURE RESEARCH

The the texture generation system system provides a framework for a
biologically motivated texture generation system, and opens new avenues of further research. We have a few recommendations regarding
future work:
7.1

removing overlap or gaps in the hierarchy of scale

When rendering features at some point you need to decide whether
to put a feature in the BRDF or in the texture map instead. Likewise
as features become large one needs to decide at one point to include
it in the geometry of the face and not the texture. But how exactly do
you make this decision. You would somehow need a clear picture of
which size of features are already present in the geometry and then
choose carefully which feature you do want to model in a texture generation system and which you do not. Otherwise you might model
some feature twice (causing them to appear twice as much as they
should).
On the other hand, the largest feature in the texture generation
system is approximately 1 centimeter. However not everywhere in
the mesh the smallest modeled feature is 1cm, therefore there could
be a “gap” between the features present in the textures and the mesh.
To be entirely accurate the system would need to check which areas
model which scale of features (with for example a sort of fourier
analysis) and then render only the features on scales that are missing.
The visual nerves are sensitive to certain frequencies[17]. Without
going too much in depth into the human visual system we postulate
that the human vision is most sensitive to features of a certain size.
As an object is viewed from a distance, we have that features appear
visually smaller. If there is a “gap” in the sizes of the modeled features (say the smallest feature the mesh models is 2cm and the largest
feature the texture models is 1cm), and this gap happens to be in the
most sensitive range of the human eye the 3d model will look like it
is too flat or missing essential details.
7.2

choice of shading model

One issue that we came across is that it is possible for the render
model and the biological model too lie far apart, causing the rendered
3d models to appear to soft or too reflective etc. This is because
most material models describe a particular class of BRDFs that is
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well suited for a certain set of materials. We for example used the
Ashikhmin-Shirley to match biospec on. But even the best match is
not visually equal as the shape of the BRDF of Ashikhmin-Shirley
and biospec are completely different. It is possibly better to try and
find a render model specifically suited to the reflective properties of
skin, while still being optimized for rendering.
7.3

render without model matching

This will not apply to every render system, but it is possible for a path
tracer to integrate biospec directly. The the texture generation system
system would then render textures that contain the biological parameters and not the render parameters. You would have a texture for
example that just gives the concentration of melanocytes, the blood
ratio or the thickness of the skin. In this case the texture generation
system would still be beneficial as it is still difficult for an artist to
indicate exactly the biological parameters for thousands of features
such as follicles or wrinkles.
The system would then directly path trace through the virtual specimen that would now also incorporate the effects on geometry. Especially the correctness of subsurface scattering would be beneficial to
this approach.
7.4

improve biological features

The system would also benefit from more and more detailed skin
features. The features implemented thusfar are quite rough approximations (section 4.8.5). Also no features smaller than approximately
1mm and larger than approximately 1cm are generated. This is not
very realistic. To get the most out of the texture generation system
one needs to make a list of all features and their exact underlying biological system. Then find an appropriate model for them that is not
based on simple shapes. Examples of features that we can include
are; subdermal blood vessels, presence or absence of fatty layer (to
model eyelids for example), scars, pockmarks. Research could also
be done to find the least set of features that are needed for a human
face to look real.
The features that have been implemented as a proof of concept can
also be improved. The current versions just consist of simple shapes.
More refined shapes look more natural. Freckles and moles could for
example use a randomized perimiter. Also, all the falloffs are either
linear or sigmoid shaped. This is also not very biologically accurate.
To facilitate this the texture generation system could add the capability of being able to add arbitrary profiles (say using precalculated
bezier splines).
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The intermediate model uses a set of arbitrarily chosen parameters.
The chosen parameters are not exhaustive (they can never be) but
better approximations of skin probably require more parameters to
control. At the moment for example there is no way to control for
example the thickness of the skin and the amount of sebum.
7.5

compositing distributions

At the moment all distributions have to be explicitly drawn by the
artist, this is of course not necessary as most of these distributions
can actually be constructed from other distributions. For example,
freckles are concentrated near the center of the face, but do not appear
on the eyes and lips. To arrive at this distribution we could make a
simple distribution that has a high probability near the center and
then subtract the distributions for the eyes and lips from that. The
resulting distribution suits our needs and the artist needs only to
construct the distributions for the eyes and lips. This would make
the interface towards the artist more intuitive.
7.6

extension of the method

We have used the texture generation system to generate the parameters for skin. But the method is agnostic to the substance modeled.
We could instead use the matching and the feature generation also
to generate textures for other 3d models. We could for example use
implicit splines to model tree leaves, the growth of mineral layers in
stonework etc. It would allow us for example to procedurally generate natural looking textures that are still seamless and motivated by
physical simulation.
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8

CONCLUSIONS

With the construction of the proof of concept and by generating textures for existing 3d facial models we have shown that it is indeed
feasible to use a procedural texture generation system to approach
the visual appearance of skin. Using simple greyscale images we
have created an interface towards the artist that is intuitive to use.
Simply adapting these textures is sufficient to use the method for
new 3d models. By reducing the work to drawing these images we
have indeed reduced the workload of the artist.
We now also need to check if the model fullfills the requirements
set out as a goal:
• The algorithm should be able to work with existing shaders
and rendering systems. By implementing the BRDFrender for
the model matcher, new shader models can be incorporated
into the algorithm. The proof of concept also uses the existing
Ashikhmin-Shirley shading model. Render systems that support new features, can be fitted into the texture generation system by extending the render model with new parameters that
are then automatically matched.
• The generated textures should be biologically motivated. By
using the biospec model for the light transport calculations and
using skin features that describe their output in terms of biological parameters we have a system that can handle changes of
skin at a biological level.
• The method should not depend on specific rendering software,
shaders, or algorithms. The method does not require particular features to be present in the render system. It can, for
example, generate textures and matching functions with- and
without sub-surface scattering.
We have shown that textures generated by the texture generation
system do not suffer from noise, lighting conditions and other problems that come with scanned images. We recommend that future
work should focus on improving biological models underlying the
features and add more skin features to support a wider range of 3d
characters.
Concluding, the texture generation system can prove a viable alternative for visual artists to create believable characters. In time we
expect that the quality of 3d models supported by the texture generation system will rival the quality, and maybe even surpass, the quality
of scanned textures.
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